SEARCHING FOR NEW DVDs

The first option for searching for a new DVD (or any item) is to simply put in a keyword in the search box and click
“Search.” This will bring up results for all items our library owns with the keyword(s) you typed. You can then use
the search limiters on the results page to further refine your search if needed (see page 2.)
You can also select “Videos only” from the first drop down menu and then enter your keyword in the search box.
Then when you click “Search” you will be searching only videos, not books or magazines, with the
keyword(s) you chose. This search will expand to ALL libraries (not just Dickinson County) so you may see items that
are not yet available for holds. You can then use the search limiters on the results page to future refine your search
as need (see page 3.)
You also have the option of using the Advance search feature (see page 4.)

Another option for searching for new DVDs is to click on the link for New DVDs on the right side of the online card
catalog page. You can then use the limiters on the left side of the page to refine the search (see page 5.) (No search
term is used as this is a browse search of all “New” DVDs.)

Simple Search: typed in the keywords “hell on wheels” and clicked “Search”
In this case the title I am looking for is near the top of the list. But, if it wasn’t I could use the limiters on the left
side of the page to try and find it quickly.

NOTE: the options you
see in the limiters will
depend on the items
in the search results!

I could limit to only
show Video on DVD.

If I know the actor, I
could limit to only
show items where
he/she is present. In
the library world,
“Author” includes
actors.

Genre or Subject You may wish to select View All at the
bottom to see all the
options when
choosing what to
include or exclude
from your search.

Searching “Videos only” from the first Drop Down Menu—still using “hell on wheels” as search term.
In this case the title I am looking for is near the top of the list. But, if it wasn’t I could use the limiters on the left side
of the page to try and find it quickly.

NOTE: the options you
see in the limiters will
depend on the items
in the search results!
You will see here that the only
Format available is Video on
DVD. That means there are no
search results on BluRay or VHS
for “hell on wheels.”
If I know the actor, I could limit
to only show items where he/she
is present. In the library world,
“Author” includes actors.
Genre or Subject - You may wish
to select View All at the bottom
to see all the options when
choosing what to include or exclude from your search.

This search is not limited to our
library. The first search was, but
I may wish to limit to our library
now that I have searched for
Videos only—I can do that by
choosing to Include “Dickinson
County Libr…” right here.

Advanced Search Options— There are many ways to search and limit using the Advance Search option. Personally I
find the limiters on the left side of the search results easier to use, but you can set up your limits before searching if
you like. Use the drop down menus and search boxes to narrow, just beware that too many limiters can make
searching very difficult.
I would recommend keeping it simple by using the: Library drop down menu to select our library (circled in green);
the Title, Author or Subject boxes (circled in red); the Search Target limit of Videos only (Circled in purple)

Options for limiting your
New DVD search results:
You can choose to
include/exclude items
based on the following
limiters:

Fiction or Nonfiction

Adult or Juvenile

Genre or Subject - You
may wish to select View
All at the bottom to see all
the options when
choosing what to include
or exclude from your
search.

Publication Date Our new DVDs include
classics that are new to
DVD or new to our library,
so publication date can be
helpful—but since many
items are re-released the
publication dates are not
always reflective of the
release dates.

NOTE—New DVDs on this list are limited to those added within the last 30 days
at our Library. Many of our “New” DVDs will now show up in this list as we keep
DVDs on the New shelf for 6 months. The list currently shows 16 results. One
way to quickly increase your results list is to click the red “X” next to “Library:
Dickinson County…” This will expand the search to New DVDs at all libraries.

PLACING A HOLD
No matter your search method, placing a hold follows these same steps. :)
Step 1—Search for the title you want to
place on hold. I searched with the keywords “hell on wheels” in hopes of finding
Season 2 on DVD. It was the second option
in my results list.
Step 2—Click on Place Hold for the item
you want to place on hold.
See the green arrow.
Step 3– A box will appear asking you to log
in with your Library Card Number and Pin.
Enter the barcode on the back of your library card and your four digit pin, then
click Log In.

Step 4—Select your Pickup Library. You can pickup your holds at
any of our three branches.
Then click Place Hold(s).

Step 5—Look for confirmation that the hold was a Success in the Action column before clicking OK. I was able to successfully place
Hell on Wheels. The complete second season on hold (Box 1.) But you will notice a second hold I tried was for a new DVD that our
library doesn’t own yet and that hold was not possible (Box 2.) In the event that you see that message, call the library so we can fill
out a request slip for you!

Box 1—Successful hold

Box 2—Unsuccessful hold

